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SECTION 1. SUMMARY

The potential of medium-range (5 to 10 days) and extended-

range (10 to 15 days) forecasting is evaluated relative to the

feasibility of numerical models and the operational benefit to

the U.S. Navy. Both the present and near-future state-of-the-art

of longer-range* numerical forecasting are evaluated in regards

to accuracy in Section 2. The European Centre for Medium Range

* Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) continues to be the leader in this

field of longer-range numerical forecasting. Section 3 presents

the utilitarian aspect of medium-range and extended-range

forecasting with respect to naval operations. Several

Dceanography Command implications of medium-range forecasting are

discussed in Section 4. Conclusions regarding the capabilities

of numerical forecast models and the usefulness of medium-range

and extended-range forecasts are presented in Section 5. The

basic conclusion is that many aspects of naval operations could

greatly benefit from accurate medium-range and extended-range

forecasts. However, the lack of demonstrated skill of present

numerical forecast models in the extended range suggests that

efforts to provide an operational forecast capability be limited

to the medium range.

Though medium-range forecasts can provide useful information

to help guide future naval operations, this information will

often not be presented in the form with which the typical

operational user is now accustomed. Some training will be

necessary to assist the users in interpreting the new output,

especially time and space-averaged products, in order for this

information to achieve its potential usefulness.

S

* * "Longer-range" is used throughout this report as a general term

encompassing both the medium-range and the extended-range

whenever a distinction between the two is unnecessary.

S'
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The final and principal recommendation is that the U.S.

Navy poceed with plans for providing medium-range, ooeration3l

forecasts and that, as an initial step, the new 9-layer version

of the Navy Operational Global Atmospheric Prediction System

(NOGAPS) be thoroughly evaluated as a medium-range prediction

- system.

1
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SECTION 2. REVIEW OF MEDIUM AND EXTENDED-RANGE FORECASTING

* 2.1 Predictability Asoects. Any discussion of forecastinz th~e

atmospheric circulation in the longer ranges (5-15 days) must

take into consideration the concept of predictability. Lorenz

(1982a) defines the predictability of a system as the degree of

* accuracy with which it is possible to predict the state of the

system in both the near and the distant future. There is an

intrinsic limit to the accuracy of a forecast even when one has a

perfect knowledge of the initial conditions, because of the

nonlinear interactions between the scales of motion in the system

and ar. incomplete knowledge of the governing equations. In a

more practical sense, we acknowledge that the predictions will be

based on an imperfect knowledge of the initial conditions.

Gilchrist (1982) uses the term '"deterministic predictability",

which is defined to be the time it takes for initial state errors

consistent with observational accuracy to grow to saturation

values in a forecasting model. One recently developed practical

measure of predictability is that used by the European Centre for

Medium Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) . Following Doos (1970),

the ECMWF defines predictability in terms of the time when the

prediction error reaches the climatic variance. A specific

measure of "useful predictability" is the time when the anomaly

correlation between observed and predicted deviations from

climatology first reaches either Z.5 or 0.6 (Bengtsson, 1982a).

Hollingsworth, et al, (1979) found this range of correlation

values was justified by comparisons with subjective assessments

of the forecasts carried out by some of the ECMWF member states.

Lorenz (1982a) points out that the deciding factor in

predictability is the stability or instability of the system.

Lorenz defines a realization of a deterministic system to be

stable if the difference between this realization and any other

realization remains small throughout the future, whenever the

difference is sufficiently small at the present. In an unstable

system, there are realizations whose distances from the given

2-1



realization is arbitrari v small at present; but exceed some ore-

assigned ,'a'e in the uture. It is well known that zhe

atmosoher-c ci rulation is frequently unstable in the sense :hat

small disturbances will grow. in the mid-latitudes, the growth

rate of baroclinically unstable perturbations is indeed

comparable to the typical growth rate of forecast errors. Lorenz

(1972) has also shown that barotropic instability of time-

variable flow including migratory waves can also lead to a three-

day error doubling time. The instabilities in the tropics with

the largest growth rates are those related to convective

processes. Therefore, one can anticipate that the predictability

in the tropics will be smaller than in the midlatitudes.

The internal instabilities of the atmosphere may be cited as

one reason why longer range weather forecasting is not possible

by a summation of periodic signals. The atmosphere does have

periodic components (especially diurnal and annual cycles) which

are predictable at arbitrarily long ranges. However, the weather

forecaster must predict the residual after the periodic

components are subtracted from the total signal. This residual

is aperiodic. Even though the external forcing of the atmosphere

is periodic, the response will not be the same because of the

internal instabilities. Lorenz (1969a) found only two pair of

hemispheric patterns within a five-year set whose differences

were as small as 62 percent of the difference between randomly

chosen patterns. Furthermore, Lorenz estimated that 130 years of

data would be needed to reduce this difference to 50 percent.

Thus the initial difference between any two analogues is

relatively large, and the difference between the analogue-

predicted state and the observation generally must be large

because of the inherent error growth rate. Numerical models

which properly treat the atmospheric instabilities, and which

incorporate the correct specification of the external forcing,

are thus the best hope for achieving useful Longer range

predictions. Nevertheless, there is a limit to the length of

such deterministic forecasts.

2-2



Lorenz (1969b) showed that the errors in the larger scales

of motion douoled in a matter of days, whereas those in smaller

scales doubled in hours, or even in minutes for the sma" est

scales of motion. More importantly, the errors in any scale

quickly contributed to the growth of errors in adjacent scales.

Even if there were no errors in the large scale, the errors in

the smallest scales (unresolved in practical numerical weather

prediction models) would progress rapidly upscale. It is also

important to note that the energy levels in the atmosphere are

smaller for shorter wavelengths. Thus, the errors "saturate" the

smaller wavelengths more rapidly than the longer waves, which

thus have longer predictability times. However, some of the

operational prediction models did not exhibit this behavior.

Lambert and Merilees (1978) showed that the Canadian hemispheric

spectral model predicted the medium-scale waves better than the

planetary waves. Somerville (1980) suggested that the use of

hemispheric models, and perhaps an unsatisfactory treatment of

tropical data or physical processes, could account for the

instances of reduced oredictability of the planetary waves.

Lorenz (1982a) suggests that the range of acceptable

forecasting could possibly be extended by three days by cutting

the observational error in half (if errors in the smaller scales

were completely absent). Even larger improvements in

observation-analysis system would lead to greater predictability.

However, we must eventually reach a point where the errors in the

initial state specification would be no larrer than the errors

that would be present anyway because Df the smaller scales.

After that point, further improvements :n ocser:r 3 -s a n,

analysis system would yield only minor :r-pr;;eme.ots :-' ne m

long-range prediction.

There are se era ' reasons w n yne s . .

as it mioht seem froC t7 e o,:e :s1: S .- -

growth estimates are cased on the :r wtn S-a> errr e
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nonlinear scale interaction associated with advecti e orocesses

on'v. Lorenz (1932a; oin:s c:- that once the errors have be come

oCderate'y large, the processes that are resoonsiboe ror s'cw'-

and eventual!; stopping their growth may be other than ad:ection.

There are several slowly varying influences on atmospheric

circulation. The moderating influence of the ocean heat source

is one example. In addition, persistent sea-surface temperature

anomalies may cause quasi-stationary circulations in the

atmosphere, especially in the tropics. The extent of the sea ice

and the snow cover over continents can also have a modulating

effect on the atmospheric circulation.

Another factor favoring longer range predictability is tne

existence of atmospheric regimes. Lorenz (1982a) attributes this

to a phenomenon called "almost intransitivity", in which the

atmosphere can evolve readily from one pattern to another within

the same regime, but only with some difficulty to a pattern in

another regime. Gilchrist (1982) provides examples of "spells"

of above or below normal surface temperature, which may

correspond to a persistent weather type. The tendency for local

positive or negative anomalies to persist indicates that medium-

scale prediction may have more potential than the above error

growth estimates would suggest. There are also global scale

filuctuations which exhibit "almost intransitive" states. The

quasi-biennial oscillation in the tropical stratosphere is a

we -0nown exampe. The Southern Oscillation is another larce

spratia scale feature which, once established, exhibits a rather

regular evolution. On the time-scale relevant to medium-range

forecasting, the "blocking" phenomenom is of special interest.

The capability to predict that a blocking pattern will develop,

persist or dissipate would be a most valuable forecasting

i or ovemen t.

The eariv estimates of tne oredictabilitv of the atmosphere

Aee based on "credi:taso litv exoeriments" Given a set of

firecast eqiations, the set is solved twice with s ihtlv

2-4



different specifications of the initial condiions. Dne en

examines the differences between the solutions ar d4fferen

intervais to see whezner the d4iferences are increasing. Since

the obective is to determine the growth rate of the differences,

it is not essential that the initial errors be as large as tne

typical observational errors. Robinson (1967) had anticipated

similar error growth rates based solely on the inapplicability of

the typical numerical representation of an atmosphere that has a

continuous spectrum of motion. The point is simply that there is

an inherent growth of errors in any forecast model that will

limit deterministic longer range forecasts.

Lorenz (1982b) has recently ;pcated the estimates

predictability based on the ECMWF model. He derives both upper

and lower bounds to atmospheric predictability over the globe,

and separately for the Northern Hemisphere. The growth of the

forecast error versus the verifying analyses is largest in the

first 24 hours, and then the rate of error growth is gradually

smaller through 10 days. Of course, the forecast errors

eventually approach the difference between two randomly selected

initial fields. Lorenz also plots the average difference between

the J-day and k-day (j = k) prognoses. The rate of growth of

this difference as k increases from I to 10 days represents the

rate at which two solutions of the same system of equations -

those of the model - diverge. Lorenz uses the difference between

the upper and lower predictability bounds to estimate the

ultimate length of skillful f-recasts. The (over) optimistic

view is that this limit is more than two weeks. Applied only to

the N ~ n Hemisphere, Lorenz expects that eventually the 10-

day forecd, could be as good as present ECMWF 7-day forecasts,

and the 13. -day forecasts as good as present 10-day forecasts.

Furthermor , if the present 1-day root-mean-square error could be

halved, the predictability of the model would be extended another

two days. These estimates, with several caveats, are somewhat

more encouraging than some of the pessimistic views expressed in

recent years. The success of the ECMWF predictions has clearly

2-5



r e e eoateon ohe oseac--e:

on toe tota error, ma v ne t c haracter of toe z, na

on toe region or eacf mou ntn ranol. The authors suct est :nt

if one knew the 1-day error and the mean circulation pattern, one

could estimate the time evolution of the systematic error pattern

(due to this effect) throu.gh the remainder of the forecast

interval. However, experiments which included an envelooe

orography did not vied the expec:ec reduction in the negative

biases in the I-day forecast over the maor mountain ranges. -n

raco, toe error cattern was chanoec on a ratner cor i ted way

Nevertheless, the enhancemenz of the orooraohv did nave a

beneficial imoact uoon the medium-rance forecasts. The authors

conclude that other equally important and potentially remedIable

source of error still exists in either the model formulation or

in the initialized analyses.

Two other sour:es 'of svste:aI:c error - convection an,

surface orocesses - will be treated in the following subsectoon

oecause thev are oartic'ularlv imoortant in the trooics. In

)osinc ths subsection, it should be emohasized that some of the

effects of systeopatic errors may be reduced bv statistical cost-

orocessi -,. n fact, Lorenz (1982b) has demonstrated that the

E"'' ?-l d ay forecasts could be improved b' statistical

reoress isn D wowever, the better method is to seek and remove the

sources of the systematic errors in the model. Considering toe

researco onto these errors bY a number of centers, one can be

octimstoc t a t ro ress will be made in the next few years.

2.5 Trocical influences on Medium-Rance Prediction. It has been

recocniz S... : snce the early lanning of toe GLobal Atmosonheric

-esea--r' Prram (CARP) that the ics affect Mid3atitude

ora tote scaes eyond a few days. Thus, an earsv tnr :s

to ZA3? was ..- e >lannin and eXecution of a troical exoeri:ent -
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model ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ -'Fmnamn -V,112. Th bsre winter Ia

scr tospheri: c- para-_res ar -.ainzained by a je i- te balance

oetween 1:ngwave radi-:ave cooling and heatin by .nam::al

orocesses. Hence, proper treatments of waveymean f lw

interactions and the diabatic processes are essential for

capturing the observed winter circulation (Ramanathan, 1983.

Another model feature wnich is a likely contributor to the

systematic errors is the parameterization of the planetary

boundary layer (PBL) . Randall (1982) has shown that an improved

PBL reoresentation resulted in an improved sea level pressure

prediction. The 3lobai maps of the surface fluxes are also

generlly smoother with the new parameterization. Randall (1983'

reported that stratiform cloudiness is excessively widespread in

the lowest layer of the Goddard Laboratory for Atmospheric

Science t-LAS) model. A similar problem occurs in some other

general circulation models (probably including the NOGAPS). Some

improvements are needed in the treatment of the processes by

wnich water is transported upward from the lowest model layer.

Two octioDns being explored to improve the model forecasts are the

incorporation of additional model levels near the surface or a

higher order closure representation of the PBL.

Wallace, Tibaldi and Simmons (1983) illustrate the evolution

of the systematic errors during the ECMWF la-day forecasts. The

error growtn appears to be approximately linear in the first few

days. in the latter part of the forecast interval, the

systematic errors have a strong negative spatial correlation with

the (time-averajed) stationary wave pattern. That is, it appears

that the ECMWF model Lacked sufficient forcing to maintain the

stationary waves at the proper amplitude. Hollingsworth, et al,

(1980 and lernme '1980) had earlier noticed this characteristic.

?ne overly intense zonal wind also contributes to the systematic

error nattern. it is important that this error has an ecuivalent

sarvtrov i: str:ctore with amplitude increasing with height.

h4al ace, Tinalsi and Simmons (193) suggest that the systematic

2-18



models e:<mmned, there is a systematic trnd e oM4 i.a

r0o s 0er i: temoera-,res. Exceo: fr h e CA R model, zhere is
- mmoniy7 -rb = '_ I I -t t

... a or em of col soratospheric temoerat:res. Zsf I'ows that the tr p sp e i e - -
foleoooo ic jets wIll be too strong and extend

too high into the stratosphere. The only model that properly

simulates the polar night jet is that of NCAR. The surface

westerlies around 45 degrees latitude during the winter season

are systematically too strong in all models. Both the size and

position of the stationary eddies are not well represented in

many of the models. As mentioned above, the low pressure centers

in the eastern North Atlantic and eastern North Pacific are too

far to the east. Consequent.y, the westerly flow is too strong

over the eastern Atlantic and western Europe, and across the

northern Rockies. Most of the models tend to be deficient in low

frequency eddy activity, which is important for simulating

blocking events.

The commonality of the systematic errors in the various

models indicates the need for examination of all asoects of the

moo4 s ystem. Even the basic equation set must be considered as

source of error. Perhaps the most suspect aspect is the

treatment of subgrid physical processes, such as the assumptions

made .n treating subgrid fluxes, friction, diffusion and

convection. The sensitivity of the models to the treatment of

moisture is relatively well known. Another disturbing aspect is

tnat ni:ner resolition models are sometimes found to have 'arier

systematic errors (e.g. Cubasch, 1983). The low resolution

soectral models exhibit a better treatment of the long waves and

zonal flow. The reasons for the poor performance of the high

resoution models is unclear, although it is possibly due to

mprop-er nandling of the large scale forcing in the model.

As ind:zated above, the NCAR model is the only one which has

i r~er representation of the winter polar stratospheric

.'Irt-ei nc toe po-ar night jet intensity. A key factor in

-- : ; s the incorporation of a refined cloud/radiation

2-17



error st0ar eiations reaches lL m's at 5.6, 3.4 and 2. days
in 50% Of the forecasts at 3:, 51 an4 203 oh, rescective'v.

orrescnd ic n ,vales for oezsistence frecasts are 2. , j. and

3.5 days. Thus, the ECMWF does nave skil In forecastin the

vector wind.

Another useful representation of the accuracy of the ECMWF

forecasts during 1980-81 is provided in terms of North Atlantic

cyclone statistics (Akyildiz, 1983, unpublished Tech. Memo. No.

74, ECMWF). Tracks, central pressures, deepening and filling

rates, translation speeds and life spans of cyclones were

tabulated. The ECMWF forecasts had a tendency to shift cyclone

tracks toward the south, especially after 4 days, except near

Newfoundland where a significant northward shift occurred. A

slow phase error is noted during the developing stages of

cyclones. Both the deepening and filling rates are forecast to

be less than the observed rates. Consequently, the amplitude of

the model cyclones is relatively smaller during the first two or

three days and relatively larger during the later stages. :.s

-aseler (1983) points out, the surface stress will be too large

along the cyclone tracks. The 5-day and 10-day forecasts missed

most of the cyclone activity over the Mediterranean area,

especially in the eastern part. These forecasts overestimate the

secondary track from the east Atlantic towards the European

continent, as well as the cyclonic activity over eastern Europe.

similar evaluation of the predicted cyclone tracks and life

cycles in other areas of the globe would be particularly usefj!

in determining the utility of such forecasts for the Navy.

2.4 Effect of Systematic Errors in Medium-Range Forecasts.

Ben-tssDn poonts out in the introduction to the 1932 Workshop

'nCaF, ,94 tnat the quality of the ECMWF medium-ran-'3

r , e' ie affected by systematic errors. Thus, an

- s rade of the performance of severa1 'nce"

r 3ne forecasts and general :Ircu t n

I, n articu 3r tneir systematic errors. toe

2-16



the ~C svstem (and thne otner mdifications durino 1931; leJd '

ma arkedlv im ro.'o e,_4 oredictions Over the Southern em isphere n

,1931 versus 1933. The most significant improvements are see. at

1300 mb, especially in the temperature scores.

A more recent comparison of the ECMWF forecasts in the

region of New Zealand has been carried out by the New Zealand

Meteorological Service (ECMWF Newsletter No. 20, April 1983).

The ECMWF 2-day surface pressure predictions are slightly more

skillful than the New Zealand manual 30-hour predictions, and the

ECMWF 3-day predictions are as skillful as the 48-hour New

Zealand numerical model predictions. This advantage at the

surface is extended when the verification is over the Southwest

Pacific region rather than just the immediate New Zealand area.

At 500 mb, the ECMWF forecast at 96 hours is as skillful as the

48 hour New Zealand model. This independent verification study

indicates the potential usefulness of a sophisticated global

orediction model in the Southern Hemisphere.

The daily variation in the anomaly correlation scores is an

inportant asoect to be understood by the forecasters who will be

using the model output. Although the 3-day 500 mb forecasts in

the Northern Hemisphere are above the 0.8 anomaly correlation

score most of the time, the variability of the prediction skill

increases markedly after this time. In 1981, only about 50% of

tne 6-day forecasts had anomaly correlations above 0.6. However,

there are long episodes when the 5-7 day forecasts have anomaly

correlation values above 0.5. In the Southern Hemisphere, the 2-

day forecasts at 500 mb had scores above 0.8 in 75% of the cases,

and 60% of the 4-day forecasts had scores above 0.6. In general,

the predictive skill in the Southern Hemisphere is 1.5 to 2 days

shorter than in the Northern Hemisphere.

An imoortant consideration for the Navy is the skill of the

4 nd :;recasts. Niemenen (1983) shows the vector 4ind error

rowtn wtn time over Europe during winter 1981. The vector

2-15



seasonal variations in the skill of the ECMWn model, with the
summer skill being sma'ler. The month-to-montn variability in

the anomaly correlation score is as large as the seasonal

variability. There is some indication that the ECMWF is more

skillful during periods with more meridional flow, for example,

during blocking regimes.

-- Bengtsson, et al, (1982) have described the usefulness of

the ECMWF analyses and predictions in the Southern Hemisphere

during the FGGE year. The impact of the observational data base,

analyses and predictions during FGGE was particularly evident in

the First Conference on Southern Hemisphere Meteorology (American

Meteorological Society, 1983). Considering the Navy's

requirements for global deployments, an understanding of Southern

Hemisphere meteorology and an ability to forecast in that area is

0 of some importance. As an indication of some of the newly

revealed aspects, Bengtsson, et al, (1982) show that the

intensity of the polar night jet in the Southern Hemisphere

during July 1979 is 95 m/s, which is twice the value indicated by

climatology. These high stratosphere wind speeds also determine

the maximum time step allowed in the ECMWF model (S. Tibaldi,

personal communication). Niemenen (1983) demonstrates that the

annual mean anomaly correlation scores in the Southern Hemisphere

are considerably lower than in the Northern Hemisphere. O'ver

South America and South Africa the 500 mb anomaly correlation

decreases to 60% at 4 days in both summer and winter. Lt is

somewhat surprising that the 500 mb correlation score indicates

a useful predictability to about 5 days over Australia during

summer and only 3.7 days during winter. These 500 mb scores are

better than at 1000 mb. One area of controversy is tne

beneficial effect of the drifting buoys deployed during the FCGE

* period. By the end of the period studied by Niemenen (1983), all

of these buoys had ceased operation. Thus, the skill of the

ECMWF model may have also decreased after 1981. However, otner

factors are also important. The introduction of the Austra" ian

- surface observations manualLy derived from satellite data into
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statistics are preoared f r 12 separate areas and in t-ree

latitudinal zones. The primary objective scores used for

evaluating medium-range forecasts are the anomaly correlation and

the standard deviation of the height errors.

Bengtsson (1982a, b), Bengtsson, et al, (1982), Simmons

(1982) and Niemenen (1983) discuss the systematic errors in the

ECMWF model. The predicted mean values of geopotential height

and temperature are too low at the upper levels. This global

error grows in time and reaches values of 4 degrees C when the

integration is extended to 50 days. Large negative geopotential

height errors are found over the eastern North Pacific and the

eastern North Atlantic during winter. This model, as do other

operational models, has excessive zonal mean flows and too weak

eddy kinetic energy components. Generally, the lower troposphere

* is too dry and the upper troposphere and lower stratosphere are

too moist. The origin of these systematic errors will be

discussed further below.

Niemenen (1983) demonstrates the considerable error

variations from region-to-region and from month-to-month. Only a

few statistics from this extensive summary of forecast results

will be presented here. The reader is referred to the original

tables and figures for more complete statistics. In the winter

season, the 60% anomaly correlation score at 500 mb is reached at

day 6.0 for the North American region, at day 7.3 for the eastern

Asia area and at day 5.3 for the European area. The winter

anomaly correlations at 1000 mb are only slightly lower than the

500 mb values over Europe, whereas the value at 1000 mb over

North America is only about 3.8 days. The summer anomaly

correlations are generally at least 1 day less than the winter

values. In the eastern Asia region, the decrease in skill at 53J

mb during summer is nearly 3 days. Thus, there are large
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the subgrid fluxes. Savijarvi (1981) shows that the analvzeJ

annual mean generation and horizontal flux divergence of kinetic

energy and the heating and temperature flux overgence over the

North American region, the North Atlantic region and the European

area are quite reasonable. The residuals of the energy budgets

also represent the expected subgrid scale effects reasonably

well. Corresponding analyses of the 3-day forecast fields reveal

strong stratospheric cooling, insufficient heating over the ocean

area and the slow spin-up of the condensation processes. The

* forecast surface friction is quite strong, whereas the

dissipation maximum at the jet level is too weak.

Another analysis of the energy budget based on the ECMWF 12

GMT analyses during August 1980 - July 1981 has been completed by

Oriol (1982). These statistics provide consistent calculations

of the energetics in the Southern Hemisphere, although the

reliability of these estimates in the relatively data-void

Southern Hemisphere is certainly questionable. The availability

of monthly energy budget estimates by wave number is also useful

for illustrating atmospheric variability. Even larger

variability is shown by the daily energy cycle quantities, and

Oriol (1982) attempts to relate the time variations to synoptic

events. The overall energy cycle deduced from the ECMWF analyses

*appear to agree well with earlier studies.

Niemenen (1983) presents a verification of the ECMWF

forecast fields. Conventional objective scores such as

correlation coefficient, RMS error, standard deviation of error

and mean error are calculated for heights, temperatures, winds

and relative humidities. A skill score is also provided for the

height fields. Precipitation forecasts over Europe have been

0 evaluated by Akesson (1981) and Johannessen (1982). Other

surface parameters have been compared with observations at

selected European sites by Akesson, et al (1982), Bottger and

Gronaas (1982) and Pumpel (1982). The 1930-81 forecasts were

verified against the initialized analyses, which does not 31low
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requirement for oceanographic forecasting with a similar set of

gobal, regional and spec:alized predictions of ocean waves,

currents and thermal structure. Thus, there is a competition for

resources to support multiple forecast requirements at FNOC that

is not felt at the ECMWF. Although it is very important for

FNOC, with the assistance of the Naval Environmental ?rediction

Research Facility (NEPRF) and the Naval Ocean Research and

Development Activity (NORDA), to improve and extend its ability

to provide atmospheric and oceanographic forecasts to the fleet

worldwide, this has to be balanced against the potential benefits

of improved short-range guidance to specific units (for example,

battle groups) at specific locations. It will be demonstrated

below that the development of the ECMWF global model resulted in

improved short-term forecasts as well as medium-range forecasts.

The benefits of a very complete and sophisticated global model

are also felt in the analyses through the data assimilation

process. Furthermore, an accurate global model prediction can

have a beneficial impact on the regional and specialized models

via improved initial conditions and boundary conditions.

2.3 Accuracy of the ECMWF Model. Extensive performance

statistics for the ECMWF model during 1980 and 1981 are now

available. These will be used in this section as a baseline, but

one must realize that the system changes introduced since then

have improved the predictions. In addition to the standard

verification and diagnostic package (Arpe, 1981), the ECMWF

personnel have also developed limited-area energy budget programs

for evaluation and improvement of the product (Savijarvi, 1981).

The research group of Reading University has regularly evaluated

15-day means and variances of the ECMWF analyses to describe the

large-scale evolution of the atmospheric circulation (B. Hoskins,

personal communication).

The basic objective of the energetics studies of the ECMWF

analyses is to determine if the analysis-initialization system

produces a proper representation of the divergent components and
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time the spectraI version was adopted (see above , several other

major changes were maze. h hvbrid vertica- coordinate svsZe.

Simmons and Strufin;, 1931; which resembles the usuaI sigma

coordinate close to the ground, but reduces to a pressure

coordinate at stratospheric levels, was adopted. The model was

also extended to 16 layers in the vertical. introduction of a

more efficient time integration scheme, which uses a semi-

implicit method to treat the advection of vorticity and moisture

by the zonal mean flow, allowed a time step of 20 minutes.

Another major change was the introduction of "envelope orography"

(Wallace, Tibaldi, and Simmons, 1983). In this new orography,

multiples of the standard deviation of the actual orography in

the grid square are added to the mean to enhance the orographic

forcing. A modification is necessary near coasts to reduce the

variation of the spectrally fitted orography. The major

objective of introducing the envelope orography was to improve

the forecasts of the large-scale flow.

In summary, the development of a medium-range forecast

capability at the ECMWF can serve as a useful guide as to the

effort required to develop such a capability for the Navy.

Although the Navy can benefit from the experience of ECMWF, the

development of a medium-range forecasting capability will require

a considerable long-term effort in terms of human and financial

resources.

To be fair, it should be pointed out that the ECMWF is a

single-task organization, whereas the Fleet Numerical

Oceanography Center (FNOC) and the National Meteorological Center

must support multiple forecast requirements. For example, the

FNOC atmospheric prediction system presently has at least three

tasks: (i) Global predictions with a global model for broad

sca e forecasts to five days; (2) Regional predictions with

regional models for focused forecasts at shorter ranges; and <3)

Spec.;31 st ati n oredi7tions witn specialized models, such as

tne Nested Tropical Cyclone Model. In addition there is the
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conclude that the superior::y of the spectral over the finite

difference model is mainly due to numerical technique

differences, in particular, the more accurate treatment of

nonlinear advection. However, both models have negative phase

errors and under-development of youn,- and fast-moving lows, and

positive phase errors and ove r-devel oment of more mature

systems. Tialdi and J: K1983) nave recently oublished a case

study of blocking :n whic. it was demonstrated that the high

resolution model (T63) produces a better prediction than the

lower order (T40) model. They suggest that it was the ability of

the higher resolution model to more correctly predict upstream

cyclogenesis events that led to superior predictions of the

blocking onset and maintenance.

Prediction of blocking events has been an important goal of

the ECMWF grouc, because such an event can be a dominant feature

of the European region weather. In one of the first ECMWF

4publications, Bengtsson (1981) documents the prediction of a

blocking event beyond one week. This interest in simulating

blocking has been continued -y Tibaldi and Buzzi (1992' and Ji

and Tibaldi (1982). These studies make use of the finite

difference version of the high resolution ECMWF model, whereas

many earlier studies of blocking have used relatively coarse

models. The proper treatment of the earth's orography and of

intense synoptic scale developments seem to require the high

resolution.

Perhaps the best example of the dynamic nature of the ECMWF

effr is the changes incorporated in the system during the

sprin of 198 ECL)8W3 F Newsletter, No. 20, April 1983). At the
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1982) Perhaos the most imocrtant modification of the
initializaton scheme was thE introduction of diabatic forcinc 4n

" September 1982 to overcome the dampinz; of the vertical motions in
the original normal mode scheme (Hollingsworth and Cats, 1931,.

It was mentioned above that all aspects of the ECMWF system

have been examined for possible improvements. The ECMWF system

has been used in data-impact studies, for example, the influence

of cloud track wind data on analyses and medium-range forecasts

(Kallberg, et al, 1982). The impact of any observation on the

analysis depends not only on the quality of the observation as

defined by the observation error statistics, but also on the

internal constraints of the multivariate optimum interpolation

scheme, such as the data selection procedures, and the quality of

the first guess forecast defined by its error characteristics.

Whether the observation will have an impact on the forecast

depends on how much of the analysis impact is retained after the

initialization and on how well the forecast model reacts to the

analysis impact. Cats (1982) illustrates several cases in which

the data selection procedure can have a significant impact. The

problem of whether to accept an isolated observation over the

ocean is a familiar one to the Navy geophysicist. Cats (1982)

shows an example of two 10-day forecasts in which the only

difference is the inclusion of a single ship surface pressure

report. This initial perturbation in the analysis survives the

initialization, and a propagating and growing wavetrain develops

(as in Simmons and Hoskins, 1979). By the end of the 10-day
forecast, this wavetrain extends half way around the globe. Cats

concludes that with the present observational systems one should

not expect to produce a forecast with a consistently high

quality.

One of the major changes in the ECMWF system has been the

introduction of a spectral version (T63 - triangular truncation,

with maximum wavenumber 63) to replace the finite difference

model (N48 - Arakawa C grid with 48 lines of points between the
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chances wilI be described celow -- these include the sw. -h in

)983 from a finite di rence to a scectral' reoresen-a::n

n ntroduction of the so-ca ed "enveloope orograoh;"

It follows from items 2 and 3 in the previous paragraph that

an assessment of the accuracy of the ECMWF system must also be

continually updated. Summaries of the ECMWF progress and problem

areas are best reflected in a series of reports of workshops and

seminars (ECMWF, 1981a; 1981b; 1982; 1983a and b). Publications

in scientific journals tend to lag by at least a year (Bengtsson,

L981a and b, 1982a; Hollingsworth, et al., 1980; Tibaldi and Ji,

1983). Bengtsson (1982b) reviews the problem areas in mediu-

range weather prediction when the ECMWF was established in 1975,

and the operational status of the model in 1982. His report

emphasizes the continual evolution of the ECMWF system and the

need for future improvements. Over 30 changes were made in the

operational forecasting system during the first two years of

operation. A complete list of the modifications during 1980-81

are given in Appendix 2 of Niemenen (1983). An example is given

by Simmons (1982) of a relatively minor programming change that

resulted in a reduction in the systematic low temperature bias in

the model stratosphere. Cats (1982) points out that the

interpolation formula used in the stratosphere is not defined

from physical considerations, and changing from one formula to

anotiher produces widely different analyses. A more important

improvement in the forecast system resulted when the

interpolation between the sigma and pressure coordinate was based

on the analyzed increment instead of the full fields (Oriol,

1982). Other changes introduced in 1981 included the

incorporation of the Australian surface pressure analyses as

pseudo-observations, specification of the humidity from an

objective analysis versus a six-hour forecast, and a more

realistic topography (Oriol, 1982). Another simple change that

resulted in improved forecasts in the tropics was the (correct)

Ise of the virtual temperature in the hydrostatic equation to

transform the analyzed height to the model temperature (Cats,
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As indicated above, the measure of useful predictions are a

function of space and time (especially seasonal). The users of

longer range forecasts must be aware of the inherent limitations.

On the other hand, there is a considerable challange to recognize

. and exploit the usefulness of longer range predictions as they

become available.

2.2 The ECMWF Experiment in Medium-Range Forecasting. it is

indeed fortunate that guidance for assessing the potential for

medium-range forecasting is available from the experience of the

EC MWF. This agency is acknowledged to be the leader in medium-

range forecasting, and one is able to trace the development

effort that was required to achieve this leadership position v4

any internal and external publications. Because of the like>;

similarities in the steps that will be required to provide a

medium-range forecasting capability to meet Navy needs, it is

useful to review the ECMWF experiment.

Perhaps the most relevant overall impressions gained frorm a

review of the ECMWF effort are: (1) A long-term investment ::

people and resources dedicated to a single effort was recuired.

The ECMWF was established irn 1975 and the forecasts did not

become operational until August 1979. (2) All aspects of the

ECMWF system (data-impact studies, objective analysis and

initialization, numerical techniques and dissemination of the

* product) have been scrutinized for potential improvements. "n

most cases, the impact of each aspect has been quantitative'y

bassessed y ECMWF with a detailed verification and diainost1-3

package (Arce, 1981). (3) Several major revisions of the :oe

nave been required to improve the product. Some Df the m,--1r
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was Zo understand and imcr> :e the oC:n nvee c 'e

release. :n addition, Zne cA:E observations or ofded initiZl en

verifving dat:a for numerical modeling of the trooical c L 3in

(Krishnamurt1, e' al, 1979) The First CARP Global Zx orm -

(FGE) also contained a strong tropical comoonent. During the

Summer Monsoon Experiment and Winter Monsoon Experiment, special

observing periods provided enhanced data collections which are

useful for testing tropical (or global) numerical prediction

models. The ECMWF is one of the few centers producing tropical

analyses and predictions on a routine, operational basis. Thus,

it is of interest to see how effective these troical predictions

are, and how the tropical circulations influence the quality of
midlatitude forecasts on medium time scales.

The tropical region is a primary source of heat and westerly
6

momentum for the global zonal mean circulation. Perhaps the

most exciting development in tropical meteorology in recent years

has been the understanding of how the tropics influence the

cuasi-stationary waves in the midlatitudes (Wallace and Cutzler,

1981; Horel and Wallace, 1981). A teleconnection pattern that

has been associated with the theory of latitudinal Rossby-wave

propagation can account for tropical influences reaching the

midlatitudes in less than a week (Hoskins and Karoly, 1981;

Webster, 1981; Simmons, Wallace and Branstator, 1983). There can

also be a tropical influence on the equatorward limits of deeo

midlatitude troughs, that is, on transient perturbations of the

midlatitude circulation. Haseler (1982) found that the largest

impact in a small set (seven cases) was found when tropical

features interacted with deep midlatitude troughs. Modification

of the phase tilt of these troughs led to significant differences

in the evolution of the flow in the middle and high latitudes.

Finally, the movement of tropical cyclones into the middle

latitudes is cited (ECMWF, 1981b) as a cause of the relativelv

poor performance of the ECMWF system during September 193.
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Two recent simulations with the teoddard Labor r c r

caence model nas emnstratenfenc

tropics on the orediction of the oanetarv waves BaKer an2

Paegle, 1933; Paegle and Baker, 1983) In the first case,

tropical wind data are inserted as part of the assimilation zo

determine the contribution to the long waves. Differences

present in the initial divergent wind field are found largely

confined to the tropics, whereas significant differences in the

rotational wind field are found at all latitudes after 72 hours.

In the second set of simulations, the latent heating in the

tropical belt from 20 degrees South to 20 degrees North is

suppressed. The purpose of this extreme test is to determine the

nature of the effect and the rate that this effect propagates

into the midlatitudes. The time scale of the response in the

tropics is less than 12 hours, whereas 72-120 hours are required

for midlatitude response. The response is a function of the

zonal flow pattern in a manner consistent with the theories of

Hoskins and Karoly (1981) and Webster (1981).

Several studies Bengtsson, et al, 1982; Shukla, 1981; Shaw,
1981) have indicated that the predictability of the tropical

atmosphere is considerably less than in the extratropics. Most

of the synoptic waves in the tropics have small amplitudes. Thus

the errors of observations are already close to the typical

variance associated with the synoptic waves. Because latent heat

of condensation is the primary energy source for trooical

circulations and the growth rate of condensation-driven

instabilities is much larger than for extratropical instability

mechanisms, the predictability is expected to have a shorter

range in the tropics. Finally, the smaller horizontal scales of

tropical waves and the embedded mesoscale circulations are also

consistent with a smaller predictability.

in practice, the estimates of useful forecasts rang3e from 3-

4 days (Bengtsson et al, 1982) to 1-2 days (Heckley, >93. Shaw

(L981) examines ECMWF analyses and forecasts during the soc thwest
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ionsoon and the northeast mcnsoon. Shaw =inds in each case th:

the :orecas:s are no: even as good as a oersis ence f:re-cas:

The large systematic error in the ECMWz frrecasts

southwest monsoon flow have a number of similarit ies wi-h rhe

British Meteorological Office simulations (Cilchrist, 197>.

There is a systematic reduction of the nondivergent mass transrer

at 850 mb across the equator. The overall monsoon flow is

changed toward a more zonal flow, with a much greater

longitudinal extent than is indicated in the analyzed fields.

The 3-day forecast of the 200 mb easterly jet north of the

equator is also exaggerated. Shaw demonstrates that the low-

level flow can be markedly improved by revising the topography

adjacent to the Arabian Sea and by changing the soil water

content distribution. Another serious problem in the early

tropical forecasts at the ECMWF was the tendency to generate

intense grid point storms (Shaw, 1981). The rainfall

predictions in the northeast monsoon were frequently dominated by

these spurious vortices.

Hollingsworth and Cats (1981) indicate that most of the

early ECMWF forecasts also exhibited problems in maintaining the

tropical circulation in the first few days of integration. One

proolem was that the subtropical anticyclones lost strength and

the trade winds diminished in intensity in the first few days,

rather than displaying the high steadiness observed in nature.

The trade winds did increase to the proper strength around day

six. A possible cause of this behavior is the Kuo convective

scheme. The authors show that the vertical thermal structure in

the analyses is abnormally buoyant, and the buoyancy at the

unstable points is actually increased with time. Evidently the

convection scheme releases insufficient precipitation, except at

single grid points, so that by the end of the forecast there

apnears t; 'e a tendency to concentrate the trooical convection

7 2Y',? 33; tested a version of the Arakawa-Schubert
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*extracropics compared to the ooerational model Kao

oarameterization). .evelooment of a strong ridge o ve r the

eastern tlantic and westrn Eurooe seemed to be teleconnectec

a more intense heat source over South America which is associated

with deep convection in the Arakawa-Schubert scheme. However, it

appeared that the associated precipitation rates over South

America and Africa were excessive. The inherent tendency of the

Arakawa-Schubert scheme to dry out the atmosphere led to smaller

cloud amounts. Thus, more solar radiative energy was absorbed at

the surface, more evapotranspiration occurred, and this drove

moist convection. Tiedtke found no conclusive evidence to favor

the Arakawa-Schubert scheme over the Kuo convection scheme.

Hollingsworth and Cats (1981) also examine the possible role

of the nonlinear normal mode initialization scheme in causing the

systematic errors in the tropics. In the original formulation of

the initialization, there was a severe damping of the large scale

tropical divergence field. To preserve the divergence in the

" tropics, one may either include the diabatic forcing in the

initialization or reduce the effect of the initialization by

doing it on fewer modes. It was necessary to initialize vertical

modes I and 2 to eliminate noise in the surface pressure tendency

during the 6-hour data assimilation cycle, particularly for the

low wave numbers. For higher wave numbers, more vertical modes

were included to allow a two-layer convergence/divergence pattern

to be maintained. Although the above changes were effective in

the first two days of the forecasts, it appeared that other

mechanisms became dominant and contributed to systematic error

growth. Hollingsworth and Cats imply that the initial divergence
0

field is not too important, because the divergence field

develops quickly during the forecast. This appears to conflict

with the conclu;sions of Krishnamurti and Ramanatnan 8 I, who

demonstrate that the specification of divergence and humidity i
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or-cesses. urface alcedo is of ma-or imoortance in cetero lnnc

the absorption of solar energy. Other surface parameters are tne

emissivity and the roughness length. However, the most important

factor is the soil water content. Bengtsson (1982b) states that

for medium-range prediction it is probably more important to know

the soil water or the potential evapotranspiration than to know
the water vapor in the atmosphere! Rowntree finds c Iear

defined responses to planetary scale variations of albed) and

soil moisture, and to regional anomalies in soil moist-re.

nfortunately, these quantities are not directly observed, so the

true effect of anomalous soil processes is unknown.

Although instabilities associated with convective heat

release contribute to a reduced predictability in the tr bics,

Sh,<la 9l) maintains that it is the quasi-stead. comocne2ts

tne tropica. heat sources that are important in affecting the

midlatitude circulation. Since the quasi-steady heat sources

respond to slowly varying boundary conditions ,such as sea-

surface temperature and ground wetness conditions), it is

possible tnat the time-averaged tropical circulation has some
useful pr di tabili Although the trooical atmoso re 

deterministically unpredictable after a few days, its infl ence

on the middle latitude circulation might be calculate, oy

prescribing the observed structure and intensity of the tropical

heat sources (Shukla, 1981). Attempts to evaluate the effect on

the midlatitude circulation by relaxing the predicted trocica

fields toward the analyzed fields have been made by Simmons

(1381) and Haseler (1982). It is clear from these experiments

t ha t a better understanding of the mechanisms by w ic h t e

mi 1 at itde circulation responses to the tropical for n is

n ice.3sary, ccause sometimes the response is neglig3ible ,and in
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-nher cases s nifican: imoro;ements occur.

:he Long list Df defic encies ano recome n ioa-ns t iCr.

trooical orediction [see i ntrduction to ECMWF, Z91s. is an

indication of the need for considerable research and development

in this area. it is clear that predictability of the tropical

circulation is less than in the midlatitudes. It may be true

that new measures of the predictability, or the usefulness, of

the tropical forecasts are required. Anthes (1983) has recently

made such an argument for mesoscale predictability, and some of

.1s suggested measures may be useful for assessing tropical

predictability.

Z.6 Outlook for Extended-Range Predictions. It is only recent;

that comprehensive dynamical models have been applied to the

problem of predicting short-term climatic variations (defined to

be periods longer than deterministic predictions are valid). A

pioneering effort was the attempt of Miyakoda (1972), which

stimulated the planning for the FGGE and also constituted a very

i mportant impetus in setting up the ECMWF (Bengtsson, 1982b) . A

more common approach to forecasting beyond the deterministic

range has been statist':al prediction (see reviews by Nicholls,
1983; Namias, 1981; and Namias and Cayan, 1981). In a recent

review of both approaches, Barnett and Somerville (1983) suggest

that a blend of statistical and dynamical approaches will be

necessary for the short-term climate prediction problem.

There have been several "brute-force" integrations of

,eneral circulation models for extended periods. Spar, et al,

'1976, 1978) and Soar and Lutz (1979) applied the Goddard

Institute for Space Studies model to 30-day forecasts. Although

the global or hemispheric predictions had some skill relative t

:limatology, the regional anomalies were not well predicted.

This was one of the first attempts to test dynamically the effect
.f anomaous sea-surface temoeratures. Gilchrist (1977) also

found inconclusive results in attempting forecasts with the
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CA consideration of summer oredi:t'IJns. More rece_'v, ' va-za,

a, (1983) nave made experimental 30-day oredict ions wi'. severa"

genera. circulation model versions. Different numerical "ecnod

,spectral versus finite difference), resolutions and treatments

of the physical processes were used. The most successful

forecasts were with a high resolution model with relptively

advanced physics. Although the major blocking event during

January 1977 is clearly a special situation, it is encouraging to

Sfnd that sophisticated models appear to be capable of extended

(10-15 days and perhaps 30 day) forecasts in certain conditions.

it might be noted that climatological sea-surface temperatures

were used in these predictions.

Miyakoda and Chao (1982) distinguish between free-mode

anomalies that will result even if the external forcing is

soecified from climatology and forced-mode anomalies that result

from non-climatological forcing. The larger the fraction of the

atmospheric variability that is associated with the free modes,

the less favorable the outlook for extended-range forecasting.

As we have seen earlier, if the internal instabilities determine

the atmospheric variability irrespective of the surface forcing

conditions, the growth rate of the errors will be so large that

there will be limited predictability. Egger and Schilling (1983)

examine theoretical bases for estimating the errors in dynamic

model extended forecasts. They state that even a high resolution

model can not provide deterministic forecasts beyond several days

(it should be emphasized that this statement applies to a

barotropic model without surface forcing). Due to the

unpredictable nature of the scale interaction in this theory,

they conclude that there is little hope for satisfactory skill at
extended ranges (say 15 days) with a dynamical model. On the

other hand, :ne external forcing associated with events such as

t.e Southern Oscillation definitely contributes to the generation
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nnd main n.ce s:_nC i an trnslen planetar%*aves.

Madden I 82a and S; .as st a that the :ask c f ir zr n "-

extende4-range predictions is one of allotting more and m.Dre

the "potentially predictable" component to the "preditab'e

signal". In his terms, one attempts to minimize the difference

between the effective noise and the estimated climate noise.

Madden and Shea (1978) have estimated the climate noise as the

natural variability of the monthly means. They show that there

is large seasonal and geographic variability in these estimates.

The potential predictability is the ratio of the interannual

variance to the climate noise. According to this definition,

large areas of the midlatitude ocean have no monthly potential

predictability. If one can apply these estimates to the outlook

for extended-range forecasting, this result has important

implications for the Navy. Shukla (1983) has recently disputed
Madden's estimates as being too pessimistic (see also the reply

by Madden, 1983).

Shukla (1981) has provided a more optimistic estimate of the

predictability for extended forecasts of mean quantities. He

made nine 30-day integrations which differed only in the initial

conditions. The effects of different observed initial states

were larger than the effects caused by adding simulated

observational errors. Shukla concluded that the planetary wave

scales were potentially predictable for at least one month.

Miyakoda and Chao (1982) also report a comparison of 30-day runs

with three slightly different initial conditions. The model

skill estimates begin to spread considerably after 10-15 days, so

that one could not be confident that a single realization of the

initial conditions would give an adequate 30-day forecast. One

might consider a Monte Carlo type of approach with an ensemble of

different initial conditions. Leith (1974) has suggested that at

least eight samples would be adequate to establish a

statistically stable result. This is clearly an expensive

proposition if a sophisticated model is to be used.
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Miyakoda and Chao ,1932) demonscrace the increased

predictability of me-mean values reltive o predictions

discrete intervals. As had earlier been demonstrated by

Smagorinsky (L969) and Zilchrist (1977), the predictability is

raised as the averaging length is increased. Not only is the

root-mean-square error decreased, but the score is also improved

in terms of correlation coefficients. The use of time-mean

values is well established in practical applications of extended
forecasting. An averaging method called lagged-averaged

forecasts has recently been proposed by Hoffman and Kalnay-Rivas

(1983). In this case, a series of forecasts verifying at the

same time are subjected to a weighted avera3e as an alternative

to the Monte Carlo approach described above.

To close this sectiin on a positive note, there are strong

statistical and some dynamical modeling studies that demonstrate

the influence of external forcing 'especially tropical sea-

surface tempewatire ar7a:- " Vr r sno.rt-term climate Variabiity.

shu.<'a ' has n -- ! -_-.1:- _ 1: 1 r F-red _:: .i"itv should be

associated witn t==3v . .. - r .r"7s, at least fDr the tire-

mean circ l ati ns .s- c * : rIay a nd Shu.ka, 91). A

successf:l s'm3:..... .n cni:ions over Northeast

Brazil .e.-- .. ....s:-r 1=n has teen reportei
zv M!3 : Zn u-.t r a- 3n 27 ' LO "jn e e nsnratnj that

dependlent s -s r . -- . ". - , -: n ::,n-p. ej -m s:h r

ocean modp's 411- h- . : , models will require

consilera it' n :f 5 0r i~o 1 fttors described 0''

Elsoerry, et a!, 'a2 mi a: i , on , K 183'.

The ECMWF is livelv t 13s 7 a 10e drishly rile in

experimental e:x<e.,e fvr - Ll ed :M lynami - models. With

the enhancement of their......t*' 3 ;r"s a plan is i n.;; ma. e

to regularly extond t.;_ re:. .. l ,s to ..rh:s To] days S.

Tibaldi, persona: c nmini: t .n . Ttis dill provide a large set
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of oredi-tions that will provide a basis fo r syst-ema tical I y

evauating the practicality and usefulness of forecasts beyond 'e3

d4ays. Again, the Navy may benefit by using the experience o: the

ECMWF as a guide.

2.7 Summary. The primary results of the review of medium ano

extended-range forecasts are summarized as follows:

a. Predictability studies have indicated that there is an

ultimate limit to the period of deterministic forecasts. This
limit is a function of the synoptic situation and thus will be

different from day-to-day, season-to-season and region-to-region.

A particular example is the marked reduction in predictability of

the tropical circulations, if the predictability is measured in

terms of the root-mean-square errors as is commonly done for

midlatitude circulations. It has also been demonstrated that the

predictability of the planetary scale waves should be greater

than for the synoptic or shorter scale waves.

b. The experience of the ECMWF in making 10-day forecasts

has led to considerable optimism for accurate medium-range

forecasts in the midlatitudes. This experience can serve as a

useful guide to the Navy in providing a medium-range forecast

capability.

c. The length of useful ECMWF forecasts has been steadily

improved in recent years. Although there are situations in which

the forecasts are markedly less useful, there are also extended
periods in which the midlatitude forecasts remain useful to 10

days and beyond. No method has been developed and tested to

determine on the basis of the 1-day forecast error whether the

medium-range forecast will be good or bad. Since the error

growth depends on factors in addition to observational errors, an

excellent 1-day forecast does not guarantee a good medium-range

forecast. it does appear likely that a poor 1-day forecast due

to an improper specification of the initial conditions will have
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an increas1n:!,y r:e error wit.h time.

The az:r:v the ECMWF forecasts in the Northe:n

.emis cere -s at -east one day greater than in the Southern

Hemisoher.. This demonstrates the importance of an impr ve d

ooservational base for improved medium-range forecasts. Further

improvements in the ooservation-analysis system would result in

additional gains in forecast accuracy.

e. Systematic errors in the numerical model are one of the

largest contributors to medium-range forecast error. It follows

that identification and reduction of the systematic errors should

have a high priority in the effort to extend the length of useful

forecasts.

f. Systematic errors in the model are particularly damaging

for tropical forecasts. The drift toward the "model climate" is

particularly rapid in tropical regions. Not only does this drift

cause large systematic errors in the tropics, but the oredictions

of the long wave structure in midlatitudes can also be adversely

affected by tropical errors within 4-7 days in certain

situations. It appears that considerable research on convective

heating and soil moisture parameterizations is required to

improve tropical forecasts.

g. The possibility of useful extended-range forecasts 'by

dynamical models has only recently been proposed. The optimisti:

View is that there are some situations in which the predictions

of the planetary waves may be useful to 15 days, and perhaps to

even 13 days. Outlooks in these ranges must be based on time

averages of the predictions and the guidance would he directed to

regions rather than specific locations.



SECTION 3. USES FOR MEDIUM-RANGE AND EXTENDED-RANGE NUMERICAL

FORECASTS

3.1 introduction. Longer-range forecasts have been prepared ::r

a numoer of years by the National Weather Service fcrmerly the

W eather Bureau:. The extended forecast branch of that service's

National Meteorological Center (NMC) was preparing a manual "five

day series" synoptic forecast sequence three times per week at

least as far back as the early sixties. Periodic fifteen and

thirty day temperature and precipitation outlooks were also

prepared by the same personnel. Over the years deterministic

numerical model guidance has played an increasing role in such

products - first out to five days and now out as far as ten.

Reflecting this trend, the extended forecast branch has been

absorbed within NMC's Climate Analysis group which now prepares

monthly and seasonal (90 day) outlooks. Responsibility for three

to five day temperature and precipitation forecasts and also for

six to ten day temperature and precipitation anomaly predictions

is now assigned to the Forecast Division. A useful summary of

long-range prediction procedures, including the applications o:

NMC 3-5 day, 6-10 day, 30-day and 90-day forecast products is

given by Harnack (1981). Such products serve primarily the

greater public interest in the fifty states. in addition to radio

and television public service applications, considerable use is

made of such material by agriculture, energy (including pubLic

utility) and construction industry interests.

It is of some interest to consider what uses have been made

of the ECMWF 10-day forecasts since the products became availble

in August 1979. Many of the comments below are based cn

interviews with ECMWF personnel during August 1983. Two

categories of ECMWF Member States (the 17 mostly Western European

nations who sponsor and fund the Centre) are evident. A few

Members (for example, Germany, England and France) have extensive

experience In numerical weather prediction and have their own

sophisticated short-range prediction models. These Members tend
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1 .c on 'ne -h e t~ e

re ::r ast no7es lthe r es rev :

e X ea.-'oe i s the re-coPrt r- te 1 s es t hat1 Au st r ia m a e s

' "~leF orod~ic!s zECM1.WF News letter No. 13 , Dec ember 1982 ). Aust7ir Ia

chooses t:) receive a full suite of oroducts to 34 hours, and the,-

only the 1330, 850 and 500 mb heights at 96 hours, 120 hours, 144

hours and 163 hours. Austrian puolic forecasts are generally

issued only to 72 hours, except that outlooks to 5 days are

issued on Monday and Thursday of each week. This is only one

e2xample, and other states do make use of the forecasts beyond D

da'is. The forecasts beyond 7 days are generally regarded as

-ae r menta~ and not- many of the Members choose to receive:e

products in this time range. However, the 5-10 day mean :ec

are wide>v distributed, probably because of the experience in .tne

nited States with the NMC mean fields.

A seminar was held to assist the Member States in the use of

the 7-CMWF products (E7CMWF , 1983b) . One of the difficulties nas

oeen to 11d4entifcy specific public agencies that can use 13 -da,;

Lorecasts. The most likely applications are thought to in

asgricultire, energy and transport. The Italian hydroelectric

power agency is attempting to use the precipitation forecasts zfor

power generation planning. Another attempt in the Netherlands i.s

to Use the 5-day mean 500 mb fields to develop an analC,

renn~eto precic-t the rain during the period. Other plans ar-z

~ndzatedin tne -4o:rkshop proceedings.

Benjgtsson )1982a) shows an example of a skillful metteoqram"

4n ~ncn -day fo-)recas ts o f to tal c loud cover , tem pe raure -at

r -2ec i a io-)n, suir face pressure a nd su rf"a ce wns re

-1ntercolatedj to a specific site (Rome). No sats'

or rect i rns a re acpl ie-d , even thoug3h the modelI does not inc' ,-e -a

c~rna cyc2e. Thne ---C.'IWqF ha s b-ee n a r cn/vzing o bs er -):3t nS an

co int fields-: s ince '-4 ar :h 13S to) ass ist the m1emozer 3 itrEs s

-?,;eo i n~ mo del cu t)ut stat-istics prog ram s to a re-as-
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cn -ns t seected sites. a D tc :Si s , 1S.

sa ...... c a dev7o an er s nn ch i er d r n es

The USAF Slobal Weather Center at Offur: Air For e aS

prepares detai led medium-range (10 day) fofrecast s of "sensisZ

weather" for several Northern Hemisphere locations but the skill

of these has not been objectively evaluated.

The Navy's potential benefits from edium-range an,

extended-range forecasts are v '-e and plentiful, but the

reQuirements for such longer-rance orecasts are at cest

understated . The atest Annual SIatus Repcrt Z _

Oceanoqrachic/Meteorolo:ical Reouirements (OPN0A N -

March 1983) summarizes 79 meteorological and 79 oceanographic

requirements submitted by end-users of forecast products, such

as the Fleet Commanders in Chief. Only six of these state or

strongly imply a requirement for longer-range predictions. One

(LANT MET 77 15) addresses imoroved accuracy and resolution or

svno'tic and mesoscale wind forecasts for aircraft carrier fli:ht

planning. The subject of LANT MET 31 08 is improved long-range

weather and communication path reliability forecasts, and SSP3

MET 82 87 suggests extending the forecast period for SLBM (sea

launched ballistic missile) support. Two requirements (PAC OCEN

88 89 and LANT OCEN 88 17) discusses tactical (detection/counter-

detection) routing for wartime convoys and task groups. NPOC MIET

39 81, by addressing development of ice forecast models for tne

polar regions, presupposes some medium-range skill in forecasting

ucoer boundary conditions for the ice models. The remainin3 152

rec ements t'o:a_ yI address improving the orecision and

'Da .3 in:o shorter-ranoe predictions. The Naval Oceanocrachv

,ommand i- an e bjecti'ves 7988-1998 dated 31 March 1988

tar .... a caoailitv to "increase forecast accuracy such to.t

ski. 'an 3 vantae rver zhimatalorv or persistence, is r -Eied

;:t to 4-5 ta's C' 1y 8 anit: a d's D' 195', but oro::ces

no f 1 n u.



r Cc as: t

e.7 om o cun-, co nd_4i o n pa rame t ers por-2s e nt two com I C at i ns.

F ir st 'because they -nay depend upon the simultaneous

occurrence of two loosely correlated events (for exanole

freezing temperatures and winds greater than twZ

.lots) the likelihood of the comoound event .rma' -e

difficult to est-blish. A sixty percent expectenc D

freezln7, temoeceatures and a sixtyv percent expcrernc'-

stron.- enoujh winds d-oes not vield -a t'hirtv-six C --Ir CZ?

chance c: f ce accretion "the straightforward comoou 012n,-

probability) since the two conditions are not r~

indecendent. The second complication is that somne

compound parameters are weapon/plat-form/'system

character is tic dependent. Trafficability, as indicacec

in Table 3-01, willI depend on the vehicle involved] (its7'

ei ht load, a3nd t ir es or track s). "bed--n"

susceptibility wh ic In in the fall of 1983 was -very

for the Russian arctic fleet, 'will depend on hull t-;oe

and power as well as on winds and temperature. Such

operational considerations if "programmed" will recuire?

operational system characteristic data not presentv

available at. FNOC or the Ocean Centers.

1..Dresentat.ion. It has already been suggested that aloia

wyto oresent longer-range forecast information is as ex:olicit

ran-es Zo (most probable) values or as implicit ranges in

ed --condi tion caramete2r terms. However, t is

~osn~t surcecyaddress the'bsi forecast information o

oelI var i 30!es' involved or the final formats used to trans er

rs pLa; thI e lo:Dng e r -ra nge foDr eca st.

3 nSIr e -, seer .a's to -ca n a3 oroab Ie r-ang' e Dt :ae S.
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c. A subjec-_ive descr i s-_ r 4'il"l e :e _ er%.___

imoreciselv forecasting the likel'y :a e Df a :ariscle

an t nen fitting tnat vale inco a cable of i:ae rg.:es

which eouate to an adjective descriptor. For e<ampe,

suppose the model variables u and v corresoond to an

absolute windspeed of 12 meters per second and past

verifications of previous forecasts have established a

standard deviation of three meters per second. one

could then specify to some confidence level that the

observed wind speed will be in the vicinity of 13 to 32

knots (9 to 15 m/s), or Beaufort force five to force

seven. This information could then be further converted

to "strong winds" (as opposed, perhaps, to "light

winds", "gale winds" or "storm winds").

C. Not all of the weather parameters listed are common

orognostic variables. For example: only win!,

nemper t:re and large scale orecioitation are direco;_

computed by tne NOGAPS forecast model. Any visibility

and cloud predictions must result from some probably

complex calculations based upon the distribution of

moisture (mixing ratio) within model time and space.

Precipitation type is a function of the temperature

field and cloud type parameterizations. Such

lerivations will clearly require the use of Yodel Output

Statistics (MOS) techniques to establish objecti:ve,

quantitative relationships between the model's forecast

variables and the desired, but unforecast, "sensible

weather" parameters.

d. if a choice is made to relate certain condition

paramet,rs to -1imatological averages then it becvnes

nec:essary tc know what the "normal" tempertlre Dr

precipitation values are, as well as wha -eln.art...
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ode variabIes are uantitstive .: i

2J -e-ors cer second , 2-J -7 -r -e

are raaiatait;e and often a n e:2 :2s

:oderate ice accretion). Weather Cta ers a 7

cuantitati;e and app-ication oriented sir -- i -4 5 1 s

knots, temperatures in mid-twenties'.

Model variables may be distributed in grapnc "weather mac"

form for use by the "forecaster" but they are seldom passed Dn to

the operational "consumer" of the forecast. Weather parameters

are usually derived from model output by the "prediction system"

software, then distributed to the "forecaster" and, sometines,

distributed directly to the "consumer". Condition parameters are

presently subjectively derived by the "forecaster" from m:nde

variables or from weather parameters. Since most forecasts are

now short-range and since most short-range forecasts are weather

parameter oriented this situation is very satisfactory. However,

it is expected that condition parameters will dominate loncer-

range forecast products. This has certain operational

implications for the Naval Oceanography Command which wiII Ce

discussed in Section 4 of this document.

Table 3-01 lists the most commonly forecast basic weather

oarameters and their condition parameters counterparts. Also

included for discussion are examples of compound parameters.

Some observations concerning the parameters:

a. The "-ness" endings on the condition parameters properly

imply a qualitative vice quantitative evaluation, for

example rough versus smooth, windy versus calm, etc.

These descriptors of course lead to modifiers such as

very rough, mostly calm or unseasonably cold. But such

modifiers in turn presuppose some objective way to

distinguish between rough and very rough, between

seasonably cold and unseasonably cold. Thus our

subjective, qualitative condition parameters ultimately
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undertaken by the navy are suoect to the special razars :f

Seas, surf, surge and sal: spray.

Ceremony planning is a non-trivial consideration at ncs-

naval stations. Regardless of the occasion - VIP visit,

personnel inspection, change-of-command - the location most he

chosen well in advance so invitations and schedules can be

issued, so canopies can be erected, bunting hung, public address

equipment rigged, etc. Reliable medium or extended-range

forecasts could orec.ude prescribing an inappropriate uniform or

astdoor location, and avoid rerigging at the last minute or

necessary hicoor and outdoor piatforms "just to be safe".

3.3 lontent and Format. The substance and form of loncer-range

,medim-ran:e or extended-range) forecast products should be

substantiallv different from the familiar short-range products.

Briefly, the longer-range product will be less soecific as to

time and place, will be less categorical and will be stated in

terms of departores from normal rather than as changes from

"today". For example, a short-range "NAS Norfolk: cloudy,

.eil ing _wering to 1300 feet and winds increasing to Northwest,

25 knots in early morning, low temperature 28, tomorrow's high

in mid forties" might be compared to a longer-range "Western

Atlantic: gales likely at mid-week, temps near normal. End-of-

week clearing with winds and temps well below normal".

3.3.1 Parameters. For this discussion a distinction is made

between: (1) forecast model variables (temperature, wind

components, moisture and height) which apply at a model

coordinate after a specific integration time step; (2) weather

parameters such as point-in-time-and-space vector wind, or

precipitation accumulated over a period of time which are derived
0

directly from model output; and (3) model output related,

operationally oriented condition 2arameters such as storminess,

it iness or trafficability.

3-13
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or something siiar. emcerature and orecipitation o ktlooks are

h eloful when schedu;ing loads and Iffloads. 7 not done at a

estaolished suooly base or Jeoot, acoroor ate temoOrar

runwayside or deckside storage may have to be prearranged. ze

or freezing conditions can present a personal safety, as well as

a quality of goods, hazard. Unseasonable heat can increase air-

conditioned storage loads or cause breakdown and perishable

losses.

As mentioned earlier, underway replenishment usually

involves several units and days-in-advance scheduling of time and

place. But also involved is the scheduling of order alongside

and time alongside so that requisitioned consumables, spare

parts, mail and movies can be properly staged and expeditiously

passed from ship to ship. High winds and seas and precipitation

present hazards and cause discomforts and delays which should be

avoided.

3.2.5 Shore Facility Applications. Several shore facility

appLications have already been mentioned under training and

supply, but others are equally capable of benefitting from

skillful medium-range or extended-range forecasts.

Energy (power and heat) requirement forecasts are an obvious

application. When to secure steam for the season is a regular

question each spring at large naval bases. When to shift to the

summer (or winter) uniform is another which involves comfort and

morale. When to schedule an overhaul on a peak-load or standby

air conditioning compressor is another example. An early alert as

to when the motorpool shou'd be winterized would also be well

received.

0n
Constriction projects - grading, painting, )nderground cable

, et-. - 3 often scnedruled well in advance and are more

eas~ and ecn-:-i ca a rescheduIed a week ahnead than a day

anead. WatersiJe and underwater construction projects so often

3-12
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rols s presented by coordinated, mu tcomm an d-zt

ombine tra1inng exercises. :hese are exercises ..

the staging expenses and transport costs are susantia, Zat

where the flexibility in operating area and rendezvous point

choices is extremely limited as start time approaches.

Permission may be required to use particular civilian or other

country airfields or port facilities as alternates or staging

areas. Air and sea navigation advisories may be'more numerous.

The safety, comfort and favorable impressions of VIP observers

may well be involved. A few hundred miles adjustment of a firing

area or the rescheduling of an underway replenishment, which

could easily be made in the medium-range may become a

cancellation or an embarrassing delay if only short-ranae

guidance is available.

3.2.4 Supply and Logistics Applications. Here the subject is

what gets delivered, where and when, and by what means. Again,

the options and economies possible in the medium-range often

disappear and become mere ways to cope in the short-range.

When Friday's arrival becomes Saturday's overtime it wou'd

be better to know it on Monday than on Thursday - especially when

destination rather than enroute winds are the culprit and a

Friday night lying-to offshore could have been traded for a more

comfortable or economical voyage.

Arctic and Antarctic resupply is sea-ice sensitive. The

ability to correctly forecast an early freeze or late breakup

using longer-range wind and temperature forecasts would be highly

useful.

The loading or offloading of nuclear weapons is a highly

coordinated and involved procedure for which days-in-advance

scheduling is required and "good" weather is always desired.

Many items of supply are labeled "store in a cool dry place"

3-1l
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.onvoy routing submarine threat could beinefi t ndirectly

'rom longer-range atmosoheric oredictions when the results of

such oredictions are fed into ocean models. In Rosmond et a,

(1983), it was concluded that "the greatest improvements in

upper-ocean prediction will be achieved by improving the surface

fluxes produced by the atmospheric models" and that "an immediate

improvement in the prediction of SST (sea surface temperature)

and MLD (mixed layer depth) ... on time scales of 15 days or

-- less" would result.

3.2.3 Training Applications. Training activities are nearly

continuous in the Navy and are large items in every budget.

Except for classroom training, such activities are high'>,

sensitive to environmental factors.

Much unit-level fleet training is conducted in specific

beach, coastal and offshore areas which are subject to assignment

and substantial controls for safety and efficiency reasons.

Areas (or subareas) are assigned well in advance (several days to

a week;., schedules are published, and required services, such as

tug-towed targets or tracking aircraft, are arranged. Assignment

of areas (north or south, deep water or shallow, long transit or

short transit) is flexible when "next weeks" schedule is

prepared. However, when allocations have been made and notices

to marines or airmen concerning ordnance firing and other hazards

have been issued, it becomes difficult and expensive to make

changes. There is nothing more frustrating than to depart at

first light or steam all night for a ground-to-air gunnery

exercise and then find the ceiling or visibility below safety

minimums, or to schedule a full-Power ship trial and find seas

too rough for :t to be carried out. The ability to confidently

oick the most likely areas and/or the acceptable days for a

particular type of training "next week" could in itself justify a

mnajor inves tren in onger-range forecasting

A simi1ar buL potentially more expensive and frustrating
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to infer or-,babe conditicns three days a-lno: a I to l5 aV

journey - us Ion g enough zo g-e: ze ship or group o: si o.s

started in the best direction (or, if the guidan:e cro.es ren,

toward trouble or onto a radical, fuel wasteful diversion to

avoid mid or late voyage problems). The ship router is most

interested in probable storm tracks and prevailing winds - the

first to avoid serious slowing or damage and the second to

recommend tracks which provide following seas for general fuel

economy or head winds and favorable seas for economical enroute

flight operations. Transits are monitored and later forecasts

and guidance are used by the router to either adjust the track

away from more hazardous or impeding conditions or to take

advantage of more favorable forecast conditions and shorten the

distance travelled.

Beside the basic least time, least fuel, no damage

considerations in transit planning, there are other environment-

sensitive elements to consider. Flight operations were mentioned

earlier. These require at least ten knots of headwind, or the

carrier and any escorts will have to use excessive speed or

reverse course to obtain sufficient wind relative to the flight

deck. Either action is very costly in terms of fuel. Besides

moderate head winds, flight operations may require choosing a

track close enough to an air field for use as an alternate. An

example would be to choose a track within a few hundred miles

north or south of the Azores.

Replenishment and/or training enroute can require choosing

rendezvous times and points and exercise dates and areas several

days in advance depending on preparation and transmit times for

other participants. Wind and sea conditions can be favorable one

day and not so the next, or they can impede the progress and

delay the arrival of the participating units. In many cases the

ability to confidently choose the least stormy of two or three
alternative days would suffice.
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numers 3rd :n terms of :3tn. and steamino hours a a ilai

evween or o(s f :r<ee. icme on station is " m1ted t f a

iztors and f:el caaizv. Fel itself is imited by deco: stoc

on hand and budget considerat Ions and sin ilar limta t-ins applY

to other expendables such as sonobuoys and bathythermocraphs.

Knowing that high winds and seas associated with a storm

will affect an ocean area in five days and will persist, a

commander would be able to assign extra assets in order to

localize a potential threat before the stormy period arrives.

Likewise, a forecast break in an extended period of gales could

permit planning an optimum time to concentrate search assets in

some other high interest area.

Ocean Survey Scheduling. Ocean surveys often cover large

areas and take many weeks or even months to complete. The

6 effectiveness of both deep ocean and coastal survey operations

could be increased by fine tuning schedules based on accurate

medium and extended-range forecasts. Wind and sea forecasts

could determine which side or sub-area of the survey area should

U be done first for maximum equipment efficiency, crew comfort and

safety. Medium-range forecasts could determine when surf and

visibility would be best for placing a survey assistance party

ashore.

3.2.2 Transit Applications. Optimum Track Ship Routing (OTSR)

or simply "ship routing" is perhaps the most obvious application

for medium or extended-range products. It is also certainly the

Navy's most regular user of available medium range forecasts and

extended range guidance. Though it varies with ship type and the

ports involved, most ocean crossings at an economical speed will

take one to two weeks. The expected envirilonental conditions
(principally winds and sea conditions) along a set of alternative

routes are used to prescribe a "recommended track" 36 to 48 hours

prior to the intended or recommended departure time. Thus a

five-day forecast (the longest now availale from FNOC) is used
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Assault Planning. An amiphibious or airborne assault

* beach is highly weather sensitive. This was true in Normandy and

in the Falklands. A hurricane could have easily interfered wit'
the independence's transit to or from grenada. Examo'es

preassault .uesrions requiring medium range guidance incl:_4e:

I
What suCset of possiole landing areas wi" o t e m7?st

sheltered from wind and surf?

Where should equipment be prepositioned and when should t

be preloaded to ensure safe arrival?

Will heavy equipment be transported by landin cra :r

a ti e (I a shore?

Will near-beach terrain be trafficable for all vehicles?

Must equipment and personnel be protected from freezing and

frostbite?

Will winds permit precision airdrop from an acceptable

a It i tude?

Are rain and/or fog likely to provide cover (or complicate

navigation and communication)?

UJndersea Surveillance Planning. Limited assets are

available for detecting, locating and classifying subsurface

targets in multiple, large, high-threat, ocean areas. .Aircraft

and ships available for search and localization are limited in

3-7



Arr T.a tzaz vy 7ay = " m . e -iferent for a se"f-gu2ied,

unmanne V01171:: m:.anned aircra:- depending Wn

nav;i ala i:n svs:e-s "nsla" "es, gassi ie and active defens:ve

measures, ell. -":vdiness and precipita-ion enrouze may provide

cover and in:reise ikel ihood of arrival for one delivery syste:7

but cause antnher system to loose its way.

Delivery orobability will vary among guidance systems as

their sensitivities to target area cloudiness, visibility and

temperatore vary. The effectiveness of enemy defenses may or may

not ce affected in an offsetting direction.

n !no case of manned delivery platforms, probability of

reccvery for another mission becomes an important factor. This

is infivenced by weather enroute to and at the post-strike

recovery site (which may be an alternate).

The final choice of penetration and delivery tactics (for

example, 4ammers and altitude) and maybe even choosing between

primary and alternate targets or recovery sites can all await the

ore-launc4, short-range weather forecast. But, several days to a

week or more in advance, when deadlines arrive for choosing

between possible launch sites and for prepositioning ordinance

and delivery systems, medium-range forecasts with skill better

than climatology could substantially increase the prospects of

launching the right vehicle, with the right weapon, from the

right location against the right target.

Reconnaissance Scheduling. Aerial or space reconnaissance

to locate and confirm targets is f uently desired as late as

possible before some future date. A photo taken one day before a

strike may be best, but one a week old is better than none at

all. Medium range forecasts must be used to determine the latest

Likely period when cloud cover and visibility conditions will be

acceptable for a given mission.

3-6
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3 .2 1 Mission Plannioc AZi - - : -rrns. -' - - - -. -

oerscet:ie one should s in'usn t i -nerm

room near-term o:ss on 0' n.n ne rr

even years in advance. Various octions r -- 'e e - -

considered and weighted accorino to t e reaoiI'- ris<s

rooaoi .i.t es of success. EnvironmentaI factors in

planning are based on climatological frequencies, means 3n

rextremes. As the planned or proposed mission execution Jate s

apcroach to within a few days or a wee, or two, or as a riven

cont:n: e n. zecomes much more likely and immediate, ono-ranre

oans requ- re near-term tuning. This near-terM Z oann ni
Cypic C3 in.= .e e" IMin a i the nhi her ris 3 ~ in n

ircreosi -1 s 1ess e C t -ancv . This is when Z. t ne-ter
anner n is : know whic dire eion the "weathers" _ f-trr

from normsI dll take and, if possible, some estimate oDrf tone

magnitude. eNearly all high risk, non-routine missions ccu!d

benefit from skillful medium or extended-range forecast

information. The examples below are typical. Other more routine

missions like transits and resucolv are treated secarate n

_ ter oararacns.

Tarzet Assignment. Long-term strike planning involves the

delivery of a mix of weapons on a mix of targets with a mix of

delivery platforms traversing a mix of penetration routes.

Probability of success is determined among other things by using

climatology to assess the probability of launch (take-off weather

sensitive), probability of arrival (enroute weather sensitive),

and probability of weapon delivery on or sufficiently near the

target (target weather sensitive).

Launch probability is obviously different for a fixed-site

missile than for a carrier launched aircraft - especially when

one must consider the probability of the carrier arriving on time

at the intended (or at an acceptable) launch point. Storminess

enroute to or at this launch point can be a significant factor.

3-5
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tencen:v no t rec 2est -na- 'n;cn :s -ns-'e e "-, -;-

:he ocerationa forecaster who wtnesses an e a n s iC rC3-:
C1 short-range forecast sKi II may not realize that such a c a c :::

a1 port-end some accetab3.e ski in a meiom- rane C r C

Publishing this study and presentations to senior Nava: Officers

regarding the potential availability and applications of medim-

ranQe forecasts should lead to new and more definitive statemrents

of requirement.

This section discusses a number of longer-range .:reas-

applications as well as the parameters involved and the f_=, sdch

forecasts should orobablv take. Benefits to be derived are als7

discussed.

3.2 Apolications. Practically all Navy operations and functions

contain weather-sensitive elements of risk and involve

alternatives which are influenced by environmenta factors, rot

not a of these operations would benefit from medium-ranoe :r

extended-range forecasts. Today is obviously soon enough to

concern ourselves with possible alternates, with enroute winds

and temperatire and with the resultant fuel load for a cross-

country flight planned for tomorrow. The operations ano
evolutions which can most benefit from longer-range forecasts are

tvoically those of a long duration (for example, a transocean

voyage), those involving complex preplanning ano or

prepositioning (for example, a joint or combined exercise), those

wiich are highy discretionary with respect to schedulino __r

example, a taxiwav resurfacing which could be done "anti s

month"] and tnose involv; nc larme elements of risk t personeI

and/or property (for example, a soace shuttle :ni ssion) SC.

applications are disCussed be w and broadly ateorzei. "n

SDme 'oses, nowever, the - 'r is rither a r-r r v 3 r,

a <mc'e, tra nn tov O ie a ire m .s:n p 3nnno T> :rr.
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S ome n; t i rvme ste s r -ahCe e i tme pn Crest i n

"nir ; a q u _- et on s e-- n .e ran,- :e of vales con:aine-i

an ensemble of forecasts verifying at the same time butc

from initial conditions at different observing times (lagged

unaveraged forecasting!). A fourth way would be to consider the

range of values calculated for the time in question at sever r I

gridpoints surrounding the point in question. There are other

cossibilities such as establishing the statistical variance o

smen sets of time and space means.

hiowever it may be derived, any range-of-values forecast

acknowledges that the model output has a practical precision

linit. Tt seems reasonable and prudent to provide the forecast

consumer with the statistically significant range(s for his

time, place and car aeter(s) . Such ranges explicit:l stated in

text, on laesor in a graphic products legend, w ill a C q rt

the new user with the longer-range products skill and help insure

against misunderstanding the adjectives used and aainst

misplaced confidence in the product as a categorical one. Such a

policy will require a system of routine model output verification

oand skill assessment so that realistic value rances can be

assned as a function of location -and season and so these inu re

jpdated when the model is changed.

There are viable alternatives to discrete range-of-va'ues,

condition parameter forecasts. A time mean is one. For example,

ECMWF routinely prepares a 500 millibar five-day mean forecast

centered on day eight (hour 192). Such a product must be labele]
0

to alert the consumer as to the averaged nature of the

information and to the need fDr caution when app-yinc th e Prod J.C

seca se ;f the unstated "rar.aci litv. A time mean ser:es t:

Eilter out the higher frequency, shorter wave lenth "weather".
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A similar, but pernaps 7,:ore 7eanindth-

mean can be orcoarec b soe -_ tr a I t :r . . S

Section 2, longer-range pre-4ictins se si r

wavelengths faster than in the lon er wav eIen ths.

truncation can therefore filter out the less from ohe mre

skillful. If wave numbers greater than say three or five or nine

are filtered out of the forecast field, the residual looks munch

like a time mean. But a time series of spectral truncations 'as

the advantage of capturing the evolution of the longer wave

features. The time mean only captures a single, approxi,,ate,

mid-period long wave position.

A space mean can provide valuable free atmosphera

information. it may also be a valuable surface-level product for

ocean areas, but surface space means are in general unexplored

because of land/sea and local orographic differences which

complicate any averaging process.

The departure from normal concept is frequently used tD

prepare, display and measure the skill of longer-range forecasts.

if one knows the "normal" position of a "weather pattern" or a
1"storm track" determinator such as a long wave trough or ridge,

and if one also has a forecast field from which to calculate the

direction and magnitude of its displacement from the normal

position; then, the direction and perhaps the magnitude of the

weather anomaly can be assessed. The "near", "above", or "below

normal" forecast can be made; and if it is correct and if the

consumer knows what "normal" is and what "near" means, then he

should be pleased. This general situation is reflected in the

popularity and practicality of forecast verification schemes

which measure a models ability to forecast departures from the

monthly or seasonal climatological mean (its anomaly

correlation). ECMWF, for example, considers a 50-60% anomai'/

:orrelation useful and an 30% correlation good. They consider

the 53 to 6 % limit of useful predictability justified by
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c0 z arisons with s ubective assessments of the forecasts arrier
se te E2M.F member states (Ben:otsson, 1932a

s crDCasZv a reasona Ce measure for most Navy app'ica-i .

One nava officer with considerable recent aircraft carrier

ano staff afloat forecasting experience estimated he spent about

-5% of his time making three to seven day "planning forecasts"

it was his observation that today's admiral, skipper or chief-of-

staff understands the limit of categorical forecasts and that

he is attuned to making decisions and to "having their weapon

systems (their computer-based, fire-control systems) make

decisions" based on uncertainties and probabilities.

Variaoility, normal and departure from normal are part of their

vocabularies and operating strategies. (it was suggested,

however, tnat if the computer knows what the departure from

normal s, that it is creferrable to have the computer perform

the requisite acdizion or subtraction and distribute the result!

This is a -aLid susoestion for any point forecast, but it is not

or an area o:recast of surface weather conditions where local

a r, "n rmal" is substantial )

Of tne severa. aternative product types discussed above, it

is recommended that the emphasis be shifted from discrete rance

or precise aoective terminology, to departure from normal sense

and approximate magnitude terms, and finally to the sign of the

recarture from normal only as the models skill decreases 4i;n

forecast time. For example, a four to seven day forecast would be

put in range or adjective terms, a seven to ten day forecast

would be in sense and magnitude of departure form and any

extended-range forecast would indicate on!y the probable sense of

the departure from normal.

e

it is further recommended that longer-range forecasts not be

rt-te, 'n roba iistic terms li'e "60 percent chance of

;"wcensuch terminoory ran be avoided. This is be7case

a f nrecasn rene tike "tmerature between 25 deorees an 3r
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degrees F" or even a previously defined "near freezing", if cased

on a nntv-oas cercent confidence level, is oentiaess

misleading and certainly orovides more information. An exceptitn

may be a forecast parameter such as precipitation, for which a

"60 percent chance" would provide more information than a simple
"rain" or "no rain". Even here, though, the accumulation over

time as determined by the forecast model and rounded to a very

few significant figures would provide more information.

The transmission and display format employed is probably not

product dependent, but should be chcsen for communications

eff:iency and intended customer convenience. A short narrative
S"extenue.J outlook for next week: stormy early week, but clear

ani freezing midweek with more :coudiness and a warming trend by

week's end" might serve well in a naval station newspaper or plan

of the week. A contour chart of 500 millibar seven-day forecast
6

versus normal geopotential height differences may be appropriate

for use by an Oceanography Center meteorologist in preparing th

station narrative forecast just described. But, a simole three

color, tnree Oc ntour normal, above normal, helcw normal sea

roughness outlook chart might best serve an operational comma.dr

afloat.

This subsection has tried to alert the modelers and product

0 designers to two significant elements of any longer-rance

forecasting endeavor. First is the need to introduce some

substantially different basic products - forward and backward in

time averages and spectral truncations for example. Second is

0the need to gather and maintain verification data sufficient to

define and refine the new and less precise terminology which will

oe used.

3.3.3 Accuracy. !he previous subsection acknowledged decreasing

prediction skill as length of the forecast period increases, but

4iA not address the more Jifficult luestion of now much or

s-e L, accuracy Dr precision is accepotable. Discussions
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w t h excerene(, coera"ional :'avv forecasters suzes
• -skill over chi.a _C'" as a basis for 'Ix: week's forecs: :u

ce very useful; as would any skil over siole extra7,la::n 3

toe trzend from a short-range fDrecast.

"Accurate enouh" in some tropical location where dav-::-

day variability is small is probably provided by persistence in

the absence of a synoptic-scale system like a hurricane. But

"accurate enough" at some exposed mid-latitude location, where

winds, for example, can range from calm to fifty knots, may well

be +20 knots. For some other application wind magnitude may be

unimportant but direction within +43 degrees could be critical.

In still another case +90 deguees may suffice for ten-day

planning, but +20 degrees would be needed for five-day planning.

Some fire control computers are programmed to consider short-

range scalar wind forecasts to have an accuracy of +14 knots and

temperature forecasts to be within five degrees. if such

tolerances are acceptable in short-range forecasts it is

reasonable to assume similar accuracy would be acceptable for

many medium-ranue applications.

Even though acceptable accuracy is highly system and

situation dependent, an effort to establish some generally

reasonable levels of medium-range forecast skill was made. This

took the form of asking several experienced forecasters to review

the applications discussed in subsection 3.2 and to then filL in

a table of acceptable five-day and ten-day accuracy for the

most important weather variables. Complete agreement was not

obtained, but Table 3-02 reflects a reasonable consensus. In

some cases, such as wind direction, a degree of accuracy is

clearly stated. For other parameters, such as precipitation, 3

less than fully prescribed two or three category accuracy is0
indicated. In such cases the precise bounds of the category are

not so imoortant as long as they are documented. :t is rrbaJ>

ozvious that tne limits of adjacent categories -n.st a5 -

S-2
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~: see ±25% 50%

SfoC direction ±45 degrees 60 degrees

7A3 sceed 20% 40%

'Aa:rect:--on a45 degrees -OC decrees

- 3.-D v 0.-

cover ±25% (±2/8) clear or scatt:erec--;

* broken or overcast

dorminant t-/!e cuxnuli-form/mixed/ c umuli4f orm,/mi,, edi

stratiformn stratiform

b-ase ecf :omInart low/m iddle/h-igh low//h-ah

amount 1light/moderate,"neavv iight,,"neav.'

Ike>.' s teady/m ixed/sh owers

:rczen yes/possibl)e/no likely/unlikel.
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7-r Z. e, veon d enduring t sh Crte r s i -

cers s:ene ano .ono-term skill over c'imatolo-% is cro.e.J, i

is mroao:7i-s: imcortant that t'his skill be do-n-e f r f n

user and that model output not be oresented in terms mo.e :recise

_nan the documented skill will support. A time-step, r oon

value of 72 degrees F must be converted in any end-oroduct

forecast to a "sixties or seventies" if the models standard error

is ten degrees for that particular location and month or season.

3.4 Benefits. In subsection 3.2 many potential applications for
longer-range forecasts were discussed but no price was laced on

the benefits to be derived from such predictions.

There were studies in the sixties which documented tne

several million dollars worth of fuel saved by the Military Sea

Transoortation Service (MSTS) as a direct result of more

efficient voyage planning and execution with the Navy's then new

OTSR service. At that time MSTS (now the Military Sealift

_ommand, had an extensive, regular transocean passenger ship

scnedule and it was possible to compare directly several pre-CTSR

years with the first OTSR years. Since that time, for lack of

soLid data, similar studies have been able to do little more than

estimate Cased on what night have happened - how much more fuel,

now much more time, how much more ship and cargo damage, how many

more injuries, how much more discomfort and how much less

efficiency.

Again, though such "might haves" cannot be substantiated, it

is inescapable that the annual expense of preparing and

distributing medinm-range forecast guidance could be more than

offset by avoiding the loss of one aircraft or by escaping severe

storm dam3ge to one ship. Obviously one life saved or one

additional critical mission successfully accomplished would also

justify an investment in more skillful planning through the use

of medium-range forecasts.
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t S also ohrbabY irelu'abe' tha the va Ie 3f an
n.- 3 -.[-. fgrecast i{s inverselv_ _or oortonal. to9 the numboer of ooctr'uni s

reoa n n to ance one's .i. r. hus the las-chance, -

Sforecast orior to launch had better be correct, out the

climatology-based, early planning outlook for next montos

training schedule can be revised once or twice without serious

consequence. This, together with the addLtional computer time

required to pre,3re an extended-range forecast, the

communications time required to distribute it, and the marginal

skill likely to be obtained with the present generation of

prediction models - all of these - lead to the conclusion that

for now the benefits to be derived from extended-ranze (13-15

day) forecasts are not sufficient to jus-ify the cost. This

position should be reconsidered whenever model developers can

demonstrate extended-range skill which is clearly better than

climatology.

Finally, the benefits to be derived from a medium-range

forecast product depend to a considerable extent on when it is

prepared and made available. This is particularly true in "peace

time" when much high-level planning is conducted during a :air.y

normal five day work week. A forecast received at night or on
the weekend is likely to grow old before it is seriouslv

considered. Similarly, because few planning applications recu:ilr

or warrant daily reconsideration, a new longer-range procuct

each day from Monday through Friday is overkill. This Ie as to

the conclusion that a "this weeks" ten day forecast ore-'rec on

Sunday night and available early Monday morning (East ..Dast

time), a "next weeks" ten day forecast prepared on Tuesday fr

Wednesday morning consideration, and a "rest easy" ten -;a

forecast prepared Thursday night for Friday morning cons::erari:n

would be sufficient for most Navy applications. There :ay,

however, be good and sufficient verification and diagncsti:

reasons to run the medium-ranqe model daily even if the resuLts

are not distributed beyond Monterey. Such determinations w. 1 cc

more easily made after a comprehensive model eva'uation.
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SECTION 4. OCEANOGRAPHY COMMAND CONSIDERATIONS

Introcuc:icn. - e iv s -J -,,av_ ccefat

range forecast :acaoizitv, t.Iere are a n :7 e .7, C 'ra-

considerations beyond model foruatin_ and 4Lvenpmen-, ski:

assessment and application or user identification. New products

and new packaging will be required for new applications.

Considerable planning, software development, testing,

documentation and training will be required before these new

oroducts can become ooerational. The effects of a commitment to

medium-range forecasting will not be limited to the central site,

FNOC, but will be felt throughout the Naval 3ceanouraohy Command.

Sach considerations are highlighted in this section.

4.2 Central Site Considerations. Since it is assumed in this

report that any medium-range forecast system would be routinely

executed at Fleet Numerical Oceanography Center (FNOC), Monterey,

California; this paragraph applies principally to FNOC. There

are, however, aspects which may require coordination with and the

attention of other Monterey activities such as the Naval

Environmental Prediction Research Facility (NEPRF), the

prediction model developer, and the Naval Telecommunications

Command Center (NTCC), which may be involved in product

distribution.

4.2.1 Central Site Hardware. The present lobal forecast

cpaoilitv is o.rovided by the Navy Operational GClobal atsoheri_

Prediction System (NOGAPS), which has been operational at FNOC

.n-e August 192. NOGAPS is integrated to 120 hours (five days)

e n jays 3 wee*< ;sing the 03Z analysis and to 72 hours each day

,: e 122Z anal'ysis. A far larger number of day-four and day-

ve :eds are oroduced than are actually distr ib uted as

ts" T-) run NOGAPS on FNOC's Control Data Corporation

-CC, -/ er 20J% romouter now averaoes 36 minutes (Cyber 730 wall-

- te pr f recast day for the first three dys of the

_ i n 2d minuts per forecast day for days 4 and 5 of the

4-I
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=re S: ;r 2 :c r S "='e d-'s. These tes -4:

>oer "'73 rec2-eec =zr oSstor cess :n -

... ........ ies a6 ie'ds :hr;222

day 3 oss 6 :re2s 3s 4 end 5S

If a decision were r- 4 inteorate the 9-layer NOGAPS to

ten rather thnan 5ays wit the 32 data, the preprocessing and

data assimiation tine rem the same and 205 integration

time should ce a:1cut 2-0 ".ntes about 1.75 times tne 5-day

minutes.) Thi s - s...- . . .- .... x exection t:ne 3rom

tau 712 tot-IL .-- ternnlrn t ime fro a

120 tn 7aD :n ;: eostor:cessn t ime is

Problematical since w j: 2 nJ on tne number and nature 3f

the medium-range products e >enerated. However, the time
required for any so-ace or time averaeing, or for accumuatino

from multiple out t fieds, vould probably be offset by fewer

total fie'Is nd rodu-ts to o0 o rcared for the second five

days. noutine n i daonosti: summaries wou"

require more computer time.

Durin. Decemoer 193 it was estimated that up to six hours

of wall-c!ock time on the Cyber 205 could be made available

during the OZ wath for coerational meteorological medium-rance

orediction. This is more than sufficient for present operations,

but the full impact of oIobal (oceanographic prediction is not yet

known. When the second segment of the vector processor in the

2,5 is activated and the additional half-million words of central

memory become av'iable in 1985, execution time of the then

ooerat inal NOGAPS should decrease a'ou t 1%1

The costcorocessing situation, is encouraging with a firm plan
to [m.io',ve the existing system by means of the PEPS Primar':

rnnirmen. r:rocess:nj System Up race. This -lan calls for

increment i' repa,-i-3 tnree 6 0 's and the 730 with C.DC Cvber

4-2
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355 en::omen : ;ri ng934 an . 1935. Even the first 355 which is

sctine :;arrive inthe spring of 1934, should go far :w

provd:in the cs-pr:cessin; coabilitv necessary for a median-

range system. However, until this first increment of PEP

Upgrade is in olace, it is unlikely that any substantial

verification or diagnostics package could be run on an in-line,

production basis. This is particularly true if the SPC is again

processing a normal load of satellite data.

In summary, there will be enough forecast model integration

time and processing power available in the near future and this

availability should improve with time.

4.2.2 Central Site Software. Most of the software changes and

additions which would be required for medium-range forecastin g

are relatively straight forward, but in any system as complex as

NOGAPS and in operations as tightly knit as FNOC's, no change of

this magnitude is trivial. Longer model integrations would

require revised job control procedures and computer operator

instructions. Product preparation check-off lists would require

revision as would transmission schedules. Other non-computer
"software" such as product catalogs will need to be expanded.

In a more traditional software sense, new and different

medium-range summary products will require new postprocessor

software. When such software is capable of producin3, for

example, a spectral truncation over the desired area for the

desired day on the desired map background, a product ientifier

and distribution schedule will need to be specified.

Perhaps the most demanding software product will be that

associated with routinely verifying model outaut and

statistically reducing this data for skill assessment and

documentation purposes. Trade-ofs' between archive size and

future output data value will na ;e t) he _ _e. 7hoi:es tetween

substantial regular daily data redu'tion and 'ess frequent, off-
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time reduction will ha .. be made Relabitv, fle_ oibilit_

ano effiti... wil all ecuired e reader -IC e J-

Ar:De 1 98 1 f or a d4eta 4e- - scu s s ion of te 7CA< 7 2 r ~

dnc dia nosics oac'<a e which could w e serve as a model f r the

Navv; particularly since the Evaluation of SEASAT Data
Assimilation Statistical Analysis System (ESDASAS) is areaoy

installed at the FNOC. The ESDASAS includes the verifications

described in the ECMWF Technical Report No. 1 for spectral

evaluation in terms of root-mean-square-error, correlation

coefficients, kinetic energy, zonal to eddy kinetic energy

transfer, eddy available potential energy, zonal available

potential energy, and zonal to eddy available potential energy

rransfr . ESDASAS also orovides Hovmoller diagrams as suggested

by Richard C. J. Somerville when he was with the National Center

for Atmosoheric Research (NCAR) and includes a standard

statistical package for field to field and field to spot-data

evaluations and verifications.

4.3 Other Site Considerations. The Navy Oceanography Command,

both the headcuarters and its field activities, will have a ima-or

role in providing longer range forecasts to satisfy Navy

applications.

The first problem will be coordinating and agreeing on which

forecast variables are to be provided and in what format the new

products will be presented. For example, should the "5J m next

week product" be a day-eight spectral truncation (how many wav-e

numbers?) of heights or should it be a time average (over how

many days?). Or, should precipitation be summarized in inches or

adjectives and in how many categories with what definition to

satisfy the most (or most important?) customers?

A second major undertaking is the drafting, coordination an4

s ssuance ]f revised NEDN and AWN transmission schedules an4

rev ised f et facsimiLe broadcast schedules to accoomoda e e -3se

new products. New AWN bulletin headings (M ANORS) wi.l need to b?
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3 i -e C - . . -- - .v .io o C r e- - e rea re

;eoohyvsics ...rs : -_.: fle- .l h , r ~ e s esi i - e

u sers 'n the Intercre t::n- -i - ;n o L ncn-er-r n. e
forecast products. These :- :-ns shul Ce detaied,

standardized in writin;, ag n asc i-s-ss e n tra4ninz seminars.

Murohy and Brown (1933) h3ve sown Dr at even fZmi i3r, short-

ranQe :orecasting terms an 1 .rases are subZect z::erenz a n

som etmes very w de-ran:ing interrt ai ns, Dtn .:n
- Ie ... -og st nd noCn , e - , D S t s . . . "

Croducts should not be distributed nor used coera-ionaily v

the likelihood of misinterpretation and misapplication has been

minimized.
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SECTION 5. PRINCIPAL CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENCATION

Based an the review V 1A e i:7 anl : -  :  . .. = . . : -

:onta:ned in Section 2 o f this report, in the descrip-izz :ses

for longer-range numerical :recasts conained in Section 3 and

an the several Oceanography Command considerations identified 1n

Section 4, the following is concluded:

* Based on both theoretical studies and on the considerable

operational experience at .CMWF, skillful medium-range

forecasts are now possible - but this skill will vary

significantly both geographically and seasonally :see

sabsention 2.3).

* it has been demonstrated that the skill of most present

numerical models, including NOGAPS, could be improved by

eliminating the source of systematic errors, particularly

in the tropics, or by compensating for the errors oy

t0scstocessing the model output (see subsections 2.q ani

2.5

* Based on theory and limited case studies, there is :ocd

reason to conclude that models and forecast systems vet

to be developed will provide useful forecast skill in the

extended range - but such skill will be more general and

Probabl, limited, for example, to predicning only te

planetary waves (see subsection 2.6).

T hnough most of the Navy's requirements are not formally.

stated, there are many and varied applications for and

tenefits to be derived by the Navy from longer-range

forecasts - particularly in the 5 to 10 day range (see

suosect i o n 3. 2) .

* L-ner-e;e Ifrecasts will be state: and Als<ay.d in

way3 S53 t airt 3l different from tnose nov ised 1:r
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sforrng-e fzrecasts 'see sunsecriOn3.3

* Any oemrat{ neLa l: 's--r~nz :crecasr s'.s :e~r" = -

include routine model oucut -2e-ificein a.

assessment - otn oeocrah-phicly and seasonal y see

subsection 3.3).

* Though highly situation dependent, it is possible to

establish generally acceptable levels of accuracy for

medium-range forecasts (see subsection 3.4).

* There are sufficient computer hardware resources

available or planned for upgrade and replacement at tue

FNOC to initiate a medium-range meteorological prediction

capability during 1984/1985 (see subsection 4.2).

* Any commitment to Erovide medium-range forecasts will

require a significant Oceanography Command investment an

new support software, new product documentation,

forecaster training and end-user in .octrination 'see

subsection 4.3).

Accordinaly, it is recommended that that Navy proceed witn a

comorehensive evaluation of the 9-layer NOGAPS as a medium-range

5 to 1 - day) forecasting system.
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